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Twenty years from now you will
be more disappointed by the
things you didn’t do than by the
ones you did.
So, throw off the bowlines. Sail
away from the safe harbor.
Catch the trade winds in your
sails. Explore. Dream. Discover.
Mark Twain
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CEO’S Welcome
Michael O’Callaghan
As Chief Executive Officer of the Trinity Student Managed Fund, it is
my pleasure to welcome you to InFocus, our annual award-winning
publication that highlights the activities and talent within Ireland’s most
active finance society.
The SMF has gone from strength to strength since its founding in 2010
and today the SMF’s brand is recognised among industry leaders and
the broader investment community as a symbol of professionalism and
excellence. The main aim of the SMF is to create an unparalleled and
self-sustaining resource for the educational development of students in
Trinity through the active management of a financial portfolio, speaker
events and other initiatives such as the mentorship programme.
Educational events include talks with global business leaders, educlasses
from our corporate partners and career workshops. What makes the
SMF so unique is the community of members and alumni who remain
actively engaged with the society and continue to provide invaluable
advice and guidance to members.
The hard work and commitment of our members is evident in our
portfolio’s performance, consistently outperforming the benchmark this
year. Some of the highlights of the year include the SMF’s first career
focused event with alumni entitled Career Conversations, the first
open investment committee meeting with the Trinity Centre for People
with Intellectual Disabilities and our Speaker Series, where we recently
welcomed Paul Coulson, CEO & Chairman of Ardagh Group; Guy Hands,
the renowned private equity investor; David Kelly, Chief Global Strategist
of JP Morgan; and Fernando Vicario, CEO of Bank of America Europe.
It has been a great privilege to work alongside this year’s committee and
the advisory board as well as the sector managers and wider member
base who are some of Trinity’s and Ireland’s most ambitious students.
I feel very fortunate to have had the opportunity this year to lead the
SMF, a society that has a tangible impact on its members and the wider
Trinity community.

Editor’s Note
Aaron Ryan
InFocus is the SMF’s annual publication, which serves to display our
activities and the expertise of our members across a range of topics. This
year is our largest edition ever, with 24 members weighing in with their
thoughts. We hope you enjoy the range of perspectives provided, and
that you learn something from the contributions.
We would like to give a special thanks to our sponsors, who help the
society in all its endeavours, and who support us in our work.
Editor’s Pick: “Money for Nothing: The Value in Music Royalties”,
by Fiona Brogan, pg37.
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Operations
Overview
Jack Spain
Serving as Chief Operating Officer for the duration of this year has been
both a challenge and a pleasure, we readjusted to life in person here in
Trinity. In the operations division, I am immensely proud that the SMF
was capable of reigniting our events calendar within person events
and build on the work of committees gone past.
The year began with the annual ‘Fresher’s Fair’ which for the first time
in two years had returned in person to all its glory. We gained approximately 1000 new members from an ever-increasing range of disciplines across Trinity. Given the transition back to university life in person, it was a fantastic start to the year.
Our first calendar event of the year was the launch of our inaugural
‘Careers Conversations’ event. Which a large proportion of our membership base beginning to evaluate their potential career paths, we
decided to demystify the world of finance and consultancy by inviting
eight Trinity SMF alumni to discuss their journey’s. The panel included
John Lynch, Laura Gallagher, Cian Brennan, Alex Houlihan, Laura Kinsella, Aaron McGowan, Laura Finnerty and Daniel Ferreira. The panel
event was a great success as they delivered honest accounts of their
industries and careers that lie ahead for our members.
This year we also continued our annual speaker series with a presentation of our award for outstanding contribution to finance on behalf of
the SMF. This award is presented to business leaders who the SMF feel
have excelled in the practice or teaching of business both in Ireland
and abroad. We had the pleasure of welcoming Guy Hands, founder
and CIO of Terra Firma Capital Partners; Fernando Vicario, CEO of Bank
of America Europe DAC; David Kelly, Chief Global Strategist for JP Morgan Asset Management and Paul Coulson, CEO and Chairman of Ardagh Group. The series once again proved to be an insightful and unparalleled experience for our members to listen and learn from industry
leading individuals.
In November, our annual ‘Women In Business Conference’, led by Eimear
Kennedy, took place in the A.K Dargan Theatre and proved once again
to be a great success. The panel consisted of Olwyn Alexander, Global
Wealth, and Asset Management Leader PWC; Louise O’Mara, Managing Director at Citi bank; Roxana Mohammadian-Molina, Chief Strategy
Officer at Blend Network; Louella Morton, Co-Founder and Co-CEO of
Test Reach; and Anke Heydenreich, Founder of Attestor Capital. It was
an inspiring conversation hosted by our moderator Julie Ryan.
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In February we hosted our annual ‘Leadership Perspectives Conference’ in person with our exceptional line up of
speakers. We were joined by Domhnal Slattery, CEO of Avolon; Fiona Gallagher, CEO of Wells Fargo Bank International; Fionnuala Meehan, Former Head of Google Ireland; and John Donohoe, Founder and CEO of Carne Group
International. The conversation was once again led expertly by Julie Ryan who hosted a compelling and insightful
conference in which we had the opportunity to hear from some of Ireland’s leading business minds. It was an honour to return the ‘Leadership Perspectives Conference’ to an in-person format and hopefully it remains an integral
part of the SMF’s events calendar for years to come.
Our podcast returned once again hosted by Will O’Callaghan. This year Will interviewed various leaders around
the world including Jane Buchan, CEO of Marlet Asset Management; Bryan Meegan; Executive Chair of Blue Bottle
Coffee; and Nicole Quinn, General Partner at Lightspeed Venture Partners. The podcast once again proved to be a
fantastic platform to hear from leading minds in business, finance and entrepreneurship.
Finally, we held our first ‘Open Investment Committee Meeting’ in collaboration with the Trinity Program for People with Intellectual Disabilities (TCPID). We welcomed Stephen Ryan and Dairine O’Rourke, two students of the
program, to our investment committee meeting in which we were presented with the astounding benefits of the
program and the achievements of their students. We also welcomed back Hugo MacNeill as Chairman of the TCPID
and a former Irish international rugby player, businessman and Trinity alumnus. We are immensely proud of our
partnership with the TCPID and long may it continue.
The year has been filled with other highlights including our CFA Equity Research Challenge team placing 2nd in
their competition, the continued success of the Trinity SMF Mentorship Program guided by Jane Hayes Nally and
the annual Davy Stock Pitching Competition which is ongoing.
I am grateful and honoured to have had the opportunity to be involved with the SMF through my time in Trinity
and to be associated with such an exceptional group of students. Serving as Chief Operating Officer for the Trinity
SMF has been a pleasure and I hope you all enjoyed your time in the SMF as much as I did. I look forward to watching the SMF continued success into the coming years.
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Freshers Fair
Speaker Series: Fernando Vicario

Alternatives Conference

IC Meeting with TCPID
Speaker Series: Paul Coulson

Leadership Perspectives Conference

Davy Competition: Ciara Fox
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Investment Outlook
Ciarán McKay
While discussing the Christmas holidays in a conversation with a member of the SMF advisory board, he said that
a fund manager has one day a year off; New Year’s day, the scoreboard has reset before we go again and this was
truly the case this year. We have seen the tale of two very different stories over the past 12 months. 2021 was a
record breaking year by all accounts. 68 all-time highs, the most in 26 years en-route to a 26% return for the USA’s
flagship blue-chip index. Ultra-accommodative monetary policy, rapid vaccine rollouts and re-opening economies
buoyed by record savings saw consumer demand for goods and services reach record levels, accelerating the global recovery.
2021 was not without its uncertainty though, the emergence of the deadly Delta variant, and the highly transmissible Omicron variant saw modest pullbacks in stocks on the fears of furthering restrictions being introduced. Talks
of inflation and selloffs in the bond markets rattled investors, with non-profitable tech consequently suffering. The
Fed adopted the approach of flexibility as its most potent tool. The Fed proactively eased markets by frequently
downplaying the threats of inflation. In late 2021 Jerome Powell decided to retire the term ‘transitory’ when addressing inflation as inflation became more broad-based seeping into the labour market.
The macro-driven events of 2021 created opportunities for investors. The acceleration of economic activity in early
2021 created strong demand for luxury goods and discretionary items as people began going out more and spending more money. The pent up demand created global supply chain crises which the SMF capitalised on by investing
in logistics and freight shipping companies. Likewise, the ultra-accommodative monetary policy and record low
interest rates created a deal-making boom for private markets and private equity. An almost 8% rally in the dollar
versus the Euro was favourable to our overweight dollar exposure. Capitalising on macro-driven catalysts was a
key alpha generator for the SMF which has helped us consistently outperform the MSCI world during our tenure.
Record earnings for big tech FANGAM companies drove almost a 7% monthly return in October.
2022 began on a much more challenging note, commodities continued their hot streak from late 2021, oil soaring
from its pandemic lows on the back of pent up demand, geopolitical tensions and an OPEC that refuses to accelerate their increase in supply post pandemic. January began with a rapid selloff in high multiple growth stocks,
with the major indices off to some of their worst starts of all time. The timing of the correction with the Christmas
holidays made it challenging to react quickly. We decided to move towards a more risk-off approach. In the USA hot
inflation data north of 7% year on year lead to markets pricing in seven 25 bps rate hikes in 2021 which spooked
investors fearing a policy mistake by the FED. The ECB were adamant inflation was not broad based and supply
chain fears had begun easing. We focused more towards European equities on the basis of more favourable valuations, a more delayed recovery from the pandemic that appeared to be gaining pace and less severe fears of
inflation. We also decided to go significantly underweight in the technology sector (which in January accounted
for almost 25% of the benchmark) and increase our cash allocation significantly due to unfavourable investing
opportunities.
The market saw huge volatility which was expected in the early stages of a rate hike cycle, frequently posting sharp
swings. However, phase 2 of 2022 to date hit in February when the Russian invasion of Ukraine broke out on February 24th.
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Following the invasion, Europe has significantly underperformed global markets, as they’ve been hit by the impact
of cutting relations with Russia as well as soaring energy prices which has caused the ECB to react by adopting an
increasingly hawkish tone indicating that the rate of bond repurchases will slow significantly faster, setting the
stage to begin tightening as soon as the second half of this year. Consequently, the fund was on the receiving end
of this sell off, with holdings such as Ryanair, and Allianz seeing max drawdowns of 24.5% and 11.2% respectively.
In the week of the 14th of March, the narrative will be dominated by the FED and FOMC, as we will likely see the
first rate hikes, setting the tone for the tightening cycle.
The outlook for the incumbent committee is highly unclear. We believe there are buying opportunities with some
stocks unfairly being caught up in a sell off which has created pockets of value to capitalise on. The bond markets
are increasingly worried about a recession with the 2-10 year yield spread flirting with negative territory, the University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index at a 40 year low and the prospect of food inflation as a result of the
war in Eastern Europe. Valuations are really important as well as earnings growth; we are unlikely to see significant
multiple expansion in the current environment. We have seen commodities defence stocks soar however, the
sectors will continue to be extremely event driven and as David Kelly, Chief Strategy Officer at JP. Morgan recently
said at an SMF event it is not wise to make significant plays based on current events as a long only investor due to
the risk involved.
The SMF portfolio performed strongly peaking at almost 7% alpha, the events of the last few months have reduced
our edge against the benchmark. However, we still finished the term with a slight 0.9% alpha against the benchmark over the 12 month period. The SMF finished 2021 with an AUM of €370,000 and the term with an AUM of
€355,000, down from a high of €411,000. With almost 15% of the portfolio in cash we have ample opportunity to
take advantage of buying opportunities as they arrive.
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Experience something
ŅäùŅäŉĂĆĢúěűàĆƅäŅäĢő
Start your career with Elkstone – Ireland’s Leading Multi-Family 2ɝFH

Graduate roles available commencing September 2020
Visit our group website: www.elkstonepartners.com
Elkstone is proud to be a partner of Trinity SMF
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Women In Business Conference
This year’s Women in Business Conference focused on the theme of “Prospering in the Face of Adversity”.
We brought together a panel of inspiring female business leaders, to talk about their experiences of adversity in the
workplace, and how they overcame it. Our guests were: Louella Morton, Co-Founder of TestReach; Louise O’Mara,
Managing Director at Citi; Anke Heydenreich, Founder of Attestor Capital; Olwyn Alexander, Global Wealth and Asset Management Leader at PwC; and Roxanna Mohammadian-Molina, CSO at Blend Network. The discussion was
lead by our moderator Julie Ryan from IMI.
The conference was a great success, with the themes of building resilience, mentorship and perserverance when
achieving your goals being discussed. We got to hear how experiences can vary depending on whether you’re in a
startup, or a large multinational. Students were also given the chance to voice their opinions and ask questions of
our panel during our Q&A session.
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FED Chair Powell – A trustworthy
stalwart or a deceptive genius?
Oliver Begley
At last, the markets are beginning to look a lot more normal. After 18 months of stupor we’re finally getting a glimpse
of what reality actually looks like. Monitoring the fund as a member of the society for the last 2 years almost had
me question if it was actually possible for stocks to fall. Ultra-high returns from high growth, glamorous companies
made it all seem too easy… for most retails investors, positive returns was all they ever knew or experienced. What
could go wrong?
Fast forward to today and retail investor activity has fallen to its lowest level since Q1 2021, GameStop has shed
70%, and the number of TikTok videos advocating investing your life savings in hydrogen has plummeted.
At the centre of it all is the chairman of the Federal Reserve, Jay Powell, who is set to embark on an aggressive
monetary tightening regime to combat ultra-high inflation. This is a scenario very few retail or institutional investors
have experienced. If you are younger than 40 years old, you haven’t lived through a similar cycle. Although you may
have encountered the wake of the Fed’s tightening regime post the dot-com interest rate cycle, it still wasn’t nearly
as hawkish as its predecessors. This tells us that very few investors have experience of the current scenario, fuelling
volatility. If the quote “experience is the teacher of all things” holds any relevance, it may be time to reach out to the
old dogs and take a trip down memory lane!
The easy monetary policy of the American central bank in the 1970’s, designed to generate full employment, led
to inflation running at 15%, and subsequent interest rate increases to a staggering 20%. The following 10 years
saw the stock market shed 50% and the period was deemed the biggest failure in modern economics. President
Nixon at the time announced “we can take inflation but we cannot take unemployment” as he called for rates to be
dropped further, prior to the extended period of stagflation. A similar sentiment is evident in the minutes issued
from the recent Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) meeting. This raises the question - after 12 years of ultraloose fiscal and monetary policy will the economy eventually spill-over? What is different this time I wonder?
With credit to Mr Powell, he has largely managed to keep things under control…his extraordinary ability to say a
whole lot without saying anything at all is quite impressive. By throwing fancy words around like ‘transitory’ and
‘nimble’, he’s effectively convinced the markets that he’s got this all under control. Smooth operator aye? Let’s see.
The Fed’s aggressive monetary support programme was launched in the aftermath of March 2020, as the U.S
economy saw unemployment rocket from historic lows of 3.5% in February to an eye-watering 14.8% in April - the
peak of the recession. In an aggressive move, the Fed decreased the Fed funds rate (the rate at which banks lend
money to each other) and embarked on the largest bonds repurchasing programme in history. By repurchasing
$120 billion in treasury bonds, using newly printed money, the Fed can drive down longer-term interest rates and
inject liquidity into the economy. The expansionary Keynesian policy that has been at the forefront of economics
since World War II was the artillery of choice for Mr Powell, with little counterargument. What worked then should
work now?
Fast forward to November 2021 and everything is still rosy. The S&P 500 is up 25% YTD, retail investors still believe
stocks only go up and the Fed funds rate stands at 0.25%. US unemployment figures at 4.2% are rapidly improving,
against a backdrop of inflation becoming all too real.
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As a result, the Fed announcement that it would embark on the first phase of its monetary tightening regime
ultimately came as a welcome to investors. Despite a slight blip, it is what the market needed, a sobering reminder
that champagne cannot flow forever. Chair Powell’s announcement to reduce the Fed’s $120bn monthly purchases
by $15bn a month essentially decreases the amount of new money entering the economy, driving yields higher as
the demand for bonds falls, pushing up longer term interest rates. It is the first step in removing the support stilts
that can lead to a “taper tantrum” – named after a rapid sell off in equities following the Fed’s abrupt announcement
to terminate bond purchases in 2013.
The beginning of 2022 was all about interest rates, and still is, with headline inflation exceeding 7%, the equity
market was forced to act in pure anticipation of Mr Powell’s next move. Traders began aggressively “pricing in”
a number of rate hikes, which of course disproportionately impacts companies with the majority of earnings
predicted into the future. As such, Cathie Wood’s ARK innovation fund, a proxy for the performance of high growth
equities, fell 15% in January, and continues to fall today. Meanwhile, the market stalwart, Warren Buffet returned
5% YTD on the back of a spiralling market (S&P 500, down 8% YTD), representing the strength of value orientated
stocks in the current climate, the hallmark of Buffets portfolio.
The shift towards value orientated stocks is an indication that the market is concerned about inflation. This includes
stocks from Materials, Energy, Industrials and Financials, . What better way to protect yourself than invest in cashflow
rich, high margin, established businesses, that both perform well in an inflationary environment and are reaping
the benefits of high savings, capital expenditure and a lucrative infrastructure stimulus package.
The dynamic tilt into specific sectors presents a grim reality for growth orientated tech investors. As they turn to Mr
Powell to desperately seek some clarity on when the bleeding may stop, its seems they may find more questions
than answers. Sentiment regarding the pace and value of interest rate hikes has created diverging opinions, driving
volatility in recent weeks. The Fed’s traditional mandate of a “rate hike” historically suggests a 25 basis point hike .
However, the market is now assigning a 63% probability of a rare 50bp rate hike at the next meeting in March… a
bold move that could either temporarily put the markets inflation concerns at bay, or overshoot and risk killing off
the recovery.
History’s predictable rhythms suggest that a 50bp rate hike is unlikely, at least not as the first move in a hiking
cycle. In May 2000, an increase of 50 basis points came after five separate bumps of 25 basis points from June 1999
to March 2000 and was the last rate increase of the cycle. The 50 and 75 basis point moves in 1994 – 1995 (May,
August, November, February) came after three bumps of 25 basis points (February, March, and April 1994). As is in
the 1999 – 2000 rate hike cycle, these larger moves marked the end of monetary policy tightening. History says the
Fed leaves 50 basis point moves (or greater) for the middle to end of a tightening cycle, but remember that Chair
Powell has explicitly said the “current environment is different from the past.”
So as Powell stares down the double-barrel shotgun as the March FOMC looms what does he see? Employment
figures roaring back, inflation holding at 5% and a hot equity market… what else could he want before pulling the
trigger? The inflation argument is dominated by a certain number of sectors namely Automotive, Energy, Housing
and Airfare. So how will rising rates solve the problem? Will Mr Powell suddenly manufacture more semiconductors,
fly more planes, or go out and drill more oil? I’m not so sure, but what we do know is that liquidity will decrease
at a rapid pace. Remember the $9 trillion the Fed pumped into the economy in the aftermath of the first Covid
wave? That liquidity has since found a home – in predominantly risky asset classes, namely equities. Why equities?
Because we were at the beginning of an expansionary economic cycle and the implied equity risk premium was far
more favourable when compared to bonds.
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An effective way to analyse the position of an economy in an economic cycle is by analysing where capital is flowing.
The bond market and equities are essentially in a tit-for-tat competition for investors capital. The bond market has
been extremely unattractive for the last 2 years with real yields (adjusted for inflation) sitting at negative levels,
encouraging investors to take aggressive overweight positions in equities. In 2021, the S&P returned a yield of
4.25% and gave investors a total return of 28%, while the 10 year T-note yielded an average of 1.5%. Although rising
yields make the bond market more appealing, they still stand at very unattractive levels. That being said, yields are
certainly on a path higher, driven by the Fed’s tightening regime and the emergence from the early stages of an
economic expansion. In the last 2 months, the 10-year yield has sky-rocketed from 1.45% to just under 2%, having
briefly exceeded 2% for the first time since June 2019. So the big question remains - if the Fed continues on the
path towards an aggressive tightening regime, 25 basis point hike after 25 basis point hike, how will the equity
market fair? Should we stay invested? Most certainly… Valuations are undeniably elevated, currently they stand in
the 10th decile of valuations. There is simply no two ways about it, stocks are extremely expensive, even after the
most recent pullbacks. What is most interesting is that we have been in the 10th decile of valuations since 2016 and
since then the S&P 500 has returned approximately 30%. We must also note that we are still in a state of economic
expansion, wherein such situations equities historically have posted positive returns 88% of the time.
So, if you have valuations that are attractive relative to bonds and you’re looking at an economic expansion
continuing, equities should be viewed more favourably than bonds. Although earnings growth will not be as
strong as 2021, it will still be significantly above trend, driving markets to new highs by year-end.
If that isn’t enough let’s analyse previous monetary tightening cycles and their effect on equities. Since WW2 we’ve
had 15 rate tightening cycles, 9 of which led to a recession…not good, but if we take a closer look we will see it’s
not all that bad. Focusing on the 9 cycles that led to a recession, we can see that, on average, a recession started 30
months after the first rate hike, and the S&P peaked after 25 months. So, in theory if we do enter a recession as 60%
of previous tightening cycles have, equities still have a long way to run.
There needs to be serious conviction if you decide to go underweight equities, especially in a state of economic
expansion, and currently there is not enough indication to suggest equities will start underpeforming. After all,
what else will you do with your money? Bonds will continue to yield negative returns for the short-term, and cash
… well just take a look at inflation to answer that one!
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Helping people build better futures

Do right by

your money

With Irish Life Investment Managers (ILIM), Irish Life is committed to providing investments that can grow, both
strongly and responsibly. That means investing more in companies and assets that manage environmental, social and
governance (ESG) risks in a better way. Because we strongly believe these investments are likely to perform better over
time as a result.
Here’s what ILIM is doing:
•

We were one of the first Irish companies to sign up to the United Nations Principles for Responsible Investing

•

Managing over €40 billion in responsible investments

•

Using our voting power with companies to promote better ESG practices such as climate change

•

Continually striving for the highest standards, winning Investment Managers of the Year at the Irish Pension Awards
for six of the last eight years.
Do right by your money.
Visit ilim.com/responsibleinvesting

Irish Life Assurance plc (trading as Irish Life) is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.
Irish Life Investment Managers Limited is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.
Irish Life Investment Managers is the main appointed asset manager of Irish Life Assurance.
Information correct December 2021.
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Interview: Kevin Keller
Aaron Ryan interviews Kevin Keller, COO and Executive Director at
Interactive Brokers Ireland
So Kevin, tell us a little about yourself, and how you came to work here in Dublin
for Interactive Brokers.
Sure, I’ve been with the Interactive Brokers group (IB) since May 2008, most of which was spent in our Greenwich,
Conneticut headquarters. I started it as my second job out of college, in an operational role supporting our institutional client base. I took on more responsibility over time and was presented with the opportunity in 2019 to get
involved with the Ireland project. We already had a large European client base but had to migrate away from our UK
entity because of Brexit. I landed in Dublin in August 2020, mid Covid, which was definitely a little bit of a difficult
situation. In December, we got our stockbrokers license and since then we’ve been focusing on operationalising
our business here. We currently have 93 employees with another 30 open positions.
For the readers who may not know, how does a brokerage firm operate?
Essentially, we at IB provide tools and access to markets for our clients. We have technology that allows them to
manage their investment objectives. Their are five main client segments that we have: individual retail investors;
hedge funds; organisational accounts; financial advisors; introducing brokers. Our goal is to provide them with the
best analytical tools and trading platforms to manage their investments. We offer them different asset classes such
as stocks, bonds, etc, across ~150 exchanges in 33 countries. It’s important to note that we don’t have any in-house
advisors or products of our own. We’re very much focused with providing people with access to markets.
How did Interactive Brokers get started, and where is it heading now?
So, we have to look to history to understand the future. We were always focused on technology and automation,
which has served us well in competing with traditional brokers. The company started as a market making firm in
US options in 1977, before expanding into other products over time. Our founder and many senior managers are
engineers, so we were always technology and efficiency focused. When you’re a market makers you have technology to place orders, and access to the different exchanges. Management woke up one day and said, “we have these
opportunities, why don’t we sell them as a broker-dealer?” . When I joined in 2008, 90% of our revenue was from
market-making, and only 10% was brokerage. Since then we’ve disbanded our market-making completely and sold
it off, and our complete focus is on the brokerage side. We already had the plumbing into the markets, the front
end and the memberships, so since then it’s been focused on scaling the business and meeting the needs of clients
across the different segments.
Fast forward to where we are now, from a global perspective, the ability to navigate the compliance and regulatory environment across different countries is very difficult. You’ll see a lot of brokers now are regional; US brokers,
European brokers or even just brokers in the Netherlands, for example. Very few brokers operate globally like we
do. How we do it is through our focus on automation and technology. We have built an overarching platform for
compliance purposes which is reusable in all of our jurisdictions. The rules are always different and you have to
customise accordingly, but it gives us a leg up. Looking forward, what’s interesting is all the new firms coming into
the stockbroking market, that are starting from a place of technology and trying to fill in the rest. There’s competitive pressure for us, as these firms are more focused on retail clients compared to who we’ve historically targeted.
We’ve seen a big influx of retail traders recently, which is a good thing overall. We have people taking control of
their finances at a younger age which is a great thing to see.
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What might a student not expect about working in a brokerage firm?
Well it’s always hard to know how current students view things, but when I was in college the stockbroking world
seemed old and stuffy. When I was first working with IB the newness and technology really appealed to me. IB is a
new sort of entrant into the Irish market, with more of a tech focus. There’s also a huge learning curve in brokerage
because it has such a broad offering, you’re trying to be everything to every type of client. Graduates should also
keep in mind that it’s an established business, a proven concept. You’re won’t be working in a startup environment.
That is unless you look at the new entrants into the market, who are even more tech-focused. In the last few years
there are lot of new firms coming into the stockbroking market; Robinhood, eToro, Revolut,WeBull. Everyone’s
flooding into that, and they’re what we’d consider pure fintechs. Those firms are more focused on the retail client.
People having more time and money to invest during Covid has lead to a big influx of retail traders. Similarly, a lot
of the crypto firms are looking to broaden the offerings to more traditional investment products. These companies
provide a more software-focused experience than you would expect.
For people who may not have much experience leading a team and delegating, what is it like working as a
manager, and handling that transition from operations to management?
What tends to happen is the people who perform well at junior positions become managers, but the best people
don’t always make the best managers. For example, the skillset to be a great analyst is different from the skillset to
manage a team of analysts. For me, my management progression has been pretty steady, from managing people
locally in the earlier years to having more of a global team now. Depending on whether you’re building a team from
the ground up or not, you’ll face different challenges. At a smaller firm, you’re dealing with everything from the
office rent to getting lunches. For me starting IB Ireland was a different experience, that involved migrating clients
and getting authorisation, and then off we went.
We have a culture here where we treat everyone as adults. The management team is very involved in business. I
think micromanaging has a negative connotation, but that doesn’t need to be the case. Having managers that are
deeply involved in the business and understand what’s going on can be a real positive. There’s also an expectation
when you have a governance structure, that you call someone’s assistant to make a meeting. That’s not the reality
of how you run a business. I talk to senior managers and new staff on a daily basis. The door is always open.
If someone is looking to work in a brokerage firm, what practical skills should they have before applying?
I’ve always taken the approach of caring more about eagerness and willingness to work, and then we can teach
them the rest. Having an open mind and an eagerness to learn is more important than being a specialist. Of course
that depends on the role, having a specific focus in the software engineering side can be important. However generally, the willingness to learn, willingness to work and to be helpful, those are the things that are important rather
than being proficient in Excel or Powerpoint or whatever the system may be. That’s true across my career, and I
don’t think that’s changed.
If you had to pick 3 attributes that you look out for when interviewing new graduates, what would those be?
We have a predictive index test that assesses the personality of our new applicants, and we look for a specific output from that. That’s people who are driven, people who are openminded and not stuck in their ways, and then
there are also things we look for that depends on the role. For one it may be attention to detail, for others it could
be willingness to challenge and breakout, if it’s more of a business driving role. So what we look for does differ
depending on what we’re hiring for, but throughout all applicants we’re looking for that openmindedness and
willingness to learn.
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#mygraduatelife

Logical creatives
We look for a new generation to bring
their talent and new ways of thinking.
Learn from industry leaders, enjoy real
responsibility and work with global
brands. Discover your potential.
See where your talent can take you.
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SMF Podcast Highlights
Will O’Callaghan started the Trinity SMF Podcast during the 2020/21 session. On the podcast, he speaks with
leaders in finance, business and technology to give us students a better insight into different careers and
to get unique advice from world leaders. In the past few months, we were delighted to be joined by Sam
Zell, Nicole Quinn and Bryan Meehan, whose bios are outlined below. Some of the topics discussed by these
speakers include their investment philosophies, private equity, venture capital, starting your own business
and their experience in world leading business schools. You can listen to these episodes on the Trinity SMF
Website, Spotify and Apple Podcasts.

Sam Zell
Founder and Chairman of Equity Group Investments

Sam is Chairman of Equity Group Investments, the private investment firm he founded more than 50 years ago.
Sam also founded and chaired Equity Office Properties Trust, which was the largest office REIT until its 2007 sale
for $39 billion in the largest leveraged buyout at the time. Sam is an active philanthropist with a focus on entrepreneurial education. Through the Zell Family Foundation, he has led the sponsorship of several leading entrepreneurship programs. He holds a JD degree and a BA from the University of Michigan. Sam was recognized in 2017 by
Forbes as one of the 100 Greatest Living Business Minds.

Nicole Quinn
General Partner at Lightspeed Venture Partners

Nicole focuses on early stage Consumer, Healthcare and FinTech having invested in companies such as Calm, Zapp
and Haus Laboratories. Nicole earned a BSc in Math and Economics from York University and an MBA from Stanford. She spent almost a decade at Morgan Stanley covering European and US e-commerce, retail and consumer
companies. She was an angel investor in healthcare and consumer companies over those years and then went to
Nutmeg, a London based FinTech company. She launched her own start-up in business school and this is where
she met Lightspeed.

Bryan Meehan
Executive Chair of Blue Bottle Coffee

Bryan is the former Chief Executive Officer of Blue Bottle Coffee, a global network of ninety nine speciality coffee
shops in the US and Asia. Bryan graduated from Trinity College Dublin and started his career working for Guinness
where he became a brand manager. He completed an MBA at Harvard before starting his own company, Fresh &
Wild, an organic food store in London. After selling Fresh & Wild to Whole Foods, Bryan started Nude Skincare, an
all-natural skincare beauty line. Having sold Nude Skincare to LVMH, Bryan joined Blue Bottle Coffee as Chief Executive Officer. The company was sold to Nestlé in 2017 and Bryan became Executive Chair.
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Finance Divisions
Erika Goodwin-Monteaugudo
The world of finance can be all too confusing. Investment Banking, Trading, ECM, DCM, Research, what’s the
difference? No one really knows until they’ve done an internship in one of these divisions, and even then, you
might not fully understand the difference. Why is this important to know? Everyone takes a different path to reach
their long-term career. Some start off in a completely different area, and end up where they are now by luck, by
learning, or simply, by realising what their skillset is best suited to. Others are lucky enough to have begun in the
job of their dreams from the outset and stayed.
Applying to internships, spring weeks, or graduate roles can be daunting. The job titles and descriptions alone can
put people off, as many simply do not know what they’re even applying for. You don’t want to end up in a trading
internship and hate every aspect of trading - likewise goes for any of the other divisions. They are hard work, less
so if you find the role interesting, but tougher if you dislike it from the beginning. Therefore, it is so important to
research and understand what your role consists of before diving into the deep end, getting an internship, and
then taking on a full-time role because you simply didn’t know what else you could do.
Investment banks are different from your typical retail banks such as AIB, which deal with consumer’s savings and
loans. Investment banks are financial banks. They deal with corporations, high-net worth clients, and institutional
investors. Investment banks can also have a retail arm to them, such is the case with Bank of America. They’re
divided up into the private and public side. Private side being investment banking mostly, and public side being
made up primarily of Global Markets. They also usually have Asset Management, Equity Research and Private
Wealth Management services.
Global Markets is made up of sales, trading and structuring. Sales roles include dealing with the client relationships
and maintaining the best one of these possible. They will tend to client needs and aim to get them a best price
possible on any products they would like to trade. Trading roles work hand-in-hand with sales and will calculate
and quote these prices for their salesperson, or directly to clients. Traders also need to manage the risk on their
books acquired once they’ve taken the opposite side of the trade to the client. If the client wants to sell, you must
buy from them. Structuring roles are even more complex. They create client solutions with new products. If a client
wants x amount of risk, but needs x and y products, then the structurers may come up with a clever combination of
products that they can package into one trade for this client. Structurers tend to have the most mathematical role,
then followed by traders, and finally by sales.
Investment banking generally is split into Capital Markets and M&A. Capital Markets can be seen as more of a
markets role by some, so it can sit between both IB and Global Markets. The reason for this is because they deal with
products seen in Global Markets, but their role for these products is more of an advisory role, as of that for M&A. This
side of the bank is private. It deals with large corporations and provides advice and other services. Capital Markets
divides up into Equity Capital Markets (ECM), and Debt Capital Markets (DCM). ECM raises equity for corporations
(issue shares for them), whilst DCM raises debt for them (issue bonds). Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) are what they
say on the tin. If corporations are looking to merge or acquire another company, they will come to the M&A team
and be advised on the entire deal. The team will value the deal, and advise on the best route for the transaction.
Equity research is mostly an internal arm of these banks. They provide all the divisions with insights into covered
equities. If they’re a buy, sell or hold, and update them on earnings and deals going through. The research team
generally is split up by sector and thus will also provide forecasts for major trends within their sectors and outlooks
on big news events. They will also provide some publicly available research, that anyone can read and see what
their outlook is.
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Asset and Private Wealth Management (AM) are similar to each other in the aspect that they deal with portfolios of
assets. Asset managers will manage their portfolios of assets for a multitude of people who have trusted them with
their money. These portfolios are made up of pooled money from their clients. Thus, AM will have an ‘investment’
mindset when looking at investments, unlike hedge fund managers that can be classified as ‘fast-money’ clients
that look for a quick profit turnover with their investments. Private Wealth Managers deal with high-net-worth
individuals and essentially manage their assets/money for them. They will manage their portfolio of assets and
advise them on potential investments.
If all of this is too much information, think of what skillsets you have. Do you have more of a project-based or
mathematical skillset? Or maybe both? If you prefer fast-paced, quick-thinking work, Global Markets may be your
preferred division. If you like project work, maybe investment banking. Perhaps you’ve an interest in equities and
picking out investment ideas, and Asset Management or Equity Research sounds interesting to you. Either way, do
your research. Ask those who have done internships what their role consisted of. It will help you in interviews, but
also prevent you from ending up doing something you despise.

Introducing the SMF’s new website
We are very excited to announce the launch of a brand new website. This new website, which is significantly faster
and more efficient than the previous one, showcases the activities of the SMF. In particular it highlights our events
throughout the year, the structure of the fund, previous speakers as well as the current committee and advisory
board. Please check out the new website on www.trinitysmf.com
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SMF Mentorship Program
Jane Hayes-Nally
What is the Trinity SMF Mentorship Programme?
The SMF Mentorship Programme is a year-long programme which pairs professionals with students from
underrepresented backgrounds. The ultimate aim is to grow networks in areas where they would not conventionally
have grown in the finance industry.
We have held two events to date – a student-only networking Meet and Greet where we discussed our academic
and professional experiences of 2021; our successes and failures, and everything we learned along the way. We
touched on themes such as Shaping Your Career, Personal Branding, and Growing Your Network. After being paired
with their mentors, students were issued with an SMF Mentorship Handbook and encouraged to initiate contact
with their mentors. Recently, the programme was thrilled to host Niamh Sweeney, Head of Communications at
Stripe Ireland, to speak about the moments and decisions that ‘Shape Your Career.’ Following a fantastic and exciting
reflection from Niamh on her incredible career to date, we learned about what inspires her to make changes to her
career trajectory and push forward in the various industries she’s worked in. The event also featured a networking
session which brought together students and mentors from our programme and allowed them to discuss the
various moments that influenced their careers and valuable advice for our students.

Who are the SMF Mentors?
Our mentors come from a range of industries and firms. Many are sponsoring firms – Elkstone, Setanta Asset
Management, Arthur Cox, PwC, A&L Goodbody, and SIG among them, and others are from Bulge Bracket Banks such
as JP Morgan, Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, Bank of America, Citi and Credit Suisse. We also have mentors from
incredible tech companies such Stripe and Google, as well as other consultancy or PR firms like Rothco, Arabesque,
and Intropic. Many of our mentors have close personal ties to the SMF, be they past committee members, sector
managers, or junior analysts.

Why is Mentorship so important to the SMF?
Mentorship and sponsorship are crucial for career progression. Both men and women with sponsors are more likely
to ask for challenging assignments and pay raises than their peers without mentors. However, it is an unfortunate
truth that people with more experience to start off with often have an easier time acquiring and maintaining these
relationships. At the heart of the SMF is learning, and the mentorship programme facilitates just that – learning,
exposure, and insight that those without those existing professional networks in their lives would not otherwise
have gained.

Why should mentorship happen through a structured programme rather than something organic?
Mentoring relationships often form between individuals when there are immediately common interests or when
the junior members remind the more senior members of themselves. They also come about when juniors receive
formal introductions through family members – or secondary school networks. This means that certain groups will
often gravitate toward the same privileged few, with whom they may just encounter more naturally. Since there
are so many of the same networks of at the top of every industry, the same circle continues to flourish and
exceptionally talented individuals miss out because they simply weren’t in contact with the right people. We need
to make leaders aware of this shortage and encourage them to widen their circle. The mentorship programme
at Trinity SMF enables this. There is so much that can be learned by both sides if you pair two parties who would
not have otherwise been in contact. It’s also a truth that high-potential individuals have a difficult time asking for
help because they don’t want to appear stumped or weak. Being unsure about how to proceed is the most natural
feeling in the world. Asking for advice is not a sign of weakness but often the first step to finding a path forward.
With someone arranging the mentorship programme for them, this takes the feeling of weakness out of the first
step in finding a mentor.
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SMF Mentorship Programme 2022

Shaping Your Career

With Niamh Sweeney,
Head of Communications at Stripe Ireland

Head of Mentorship
2021/20
Jane Hayes Nally

Deputy-Head of
Mentorship 2021/20
Lucy Skelton

What do mentors get out of it?
Mentorship is often a more reciprocal relationship than it may appear. The mentee may receive more direct
assistance, but the mentor receives benefits too, including useful information and a sense of fulfillment and pride.
Many of the mentors in the programme have told me that they find speaking to a really enthusiastic student is
actually energizing and inspiring for them personally. When mentorship is done right, everybody flourishes.

How can you really use a mentor?
I do think there is a wrong and right way to navigate a mentorship. In this programme it’s encouraged that you
avoid questions that you could google. Leading with a vague question such as, “What is [X company]’s culture
like?” doesn’t really show an interest in the company, since there are hundreds of articles that provide this answer.
Preparation is especially important. Mentors LinkedIn profiles are open to view and it’s appreciated when students
have specific questions about career changes or even better, the specific nature of the work. Or even the question:
“What surprised you about that?” is so valuable. That’s information that can’t be gained on a career website or
brochure! I also think it’s important for mentees to be positive and hopeful. One really passionate and curious
phone call with a student could brighten up the day of the person you’re speaking to.
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Coca-Cola Acquires BODYARMOR
Jemima Owens & Kristian Robertson
Coca-Cola Acquires BODYARMOR On November 1st 2021, Coca-Cola completed their acquisition of BODYARMOR
in an all-cash transaction valued at approximately $5.6 billion. Coca-Cola originally had a 15% stake from a $300
million investment they made in the company in 2018. This gave BODYARMOR an estimated $2 billion valuation.
The acquisition was first announced on February 19th, 2021. The deal initially made headlines when the estate of
Kobe Bryant (the late basketball icon), received a $300 million pay-out for his initial $6 million investment in the
company. This acquisition is the largest purchase ever made by Coca-Cola in its 129-year history.

Coca Cola Business Overview
The Coca Cola Company is the world’s largest non-alcoholic beverage company.
The Coca-Cola Company produce, market and distribute non-alcoholic beverages
across 200 countries and territories. The company currently operates the world’s
most valuable brand portfolio. Their portfolio comprises of carbonated sodas such
as Coke, Diet Coke, Coke Zero, Fanta, Lilt and Sprite. They also operate in the energy
drink industry with their brand, Powerade. Coca-Cola’s business comprises of four
geographic and two non-geographic segments. Europe Middle East & Africa, North
America, Latin America, Asia-Pacific, Global Ventures and Bottling Investment
Group.

Body Armor Business Overview
Founded in 2011, BODYARMOR is a Sports drink company that provides superior
hydration. It is packed with electrolytes, coconut water and antioxidants and it is
low in sodium and high in potassium. The company was founded by Lance Collins
(founder of Fuze Beverage and NOS Energy) and Michael Repole (co-founder of Energy
Brands, Vitamin water and Smart water). BODYARMOR contains natural flavours and
sweeteners and no artificial colours. In 2013, basketball legend Kobe Bryant bought a
$6 million stake in the company. This made him their third largest shareholder, helping
spark sustained growth and awareness for the brand. This investment now stands at
$300 million after the deal was completed.

Strategic Rationale for Acquisition
Coca-Cola has been making strides to become a pure play “all beverage company”, but the company has been
lacking in the sports energy drink segment of the market. Currently, PepsiCo is the dominant player owning
Gatorade with 68% market share. Coca-Cola currently owns Powerade but the drink only accounts for 13% of
the market. BODYARMOR has the second highest market share in the sports drinks industry (18%), making it an
attractive choice for Coca-Cola to boost their sports drink segment. The sports drink market was valued at $26.24
billion in 2020 and expected to grow at a compound annual growth rate of 4.2% into 2028. The main driving
factors behind the high levels of growth are surging athlete population in developing countries and an increasing
inclination towards fitness and healthy eating.
Another aspect of the deal was Mike Repole, the founder of BODYARMOR. Repole was also one of the founders of
Glaceau (Vitamin Water & Smart Water) which Coca-Cola bought in 2007, demonstrating his proven track record in
bringing beverages from concept to market success. As part of the deal Repole will join Coca-Cola and collaborate
on various products. This will be revolutionary to Coca-Cola as Repole plans to upgrade Coca-Cola’s marketing,
packaging and innovation.
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Acquisition Statistics

Deal Details
The deal was financed 100% through cash. Historically Coca-Cola’s balance sheet typically has
large amounts of cash in order to fund these types of acquisitions. However, the company rarely
does so.

Post-merger performance
It is difficult to assess the post-merger performance of
the combined entity, as Coca-Cola’s next quarterly report
has not been published at time of writing. However, we
believe that the acquisition of BODYARMOR was a good
deal as it was cash accretive and posed both cost and
revenue synergies for both parties. The deal would give
BODYARMOR access to Coca-Cola’s global distribution
network whilst allowing Coca-Cola’s to increase its market
share within the sports drinks market. Coca-Cola’s 2021E
revenue is $38,107 and 2022E is $40,304 which indicates
a 15.5% and 5.8% YoY revenue increase respectively. The
acquisition should have a 0.21% and a 2.49% impact on the
firm for 2021 and 2022.
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ESG Report
Olwyn Patterson
“It used to be the case that investors had to
compromise between ethics and returns the whole point about ESG is that ethical
businesses should be well-run businesses and
should have the best returns”
- David Doghty, CEO of Excellencia
ESG is a form of investment risk analysis that focuses
on Environmental, Social and Governance Risks. As
analysts, quantifying risk is an extremely important
part of deciding on which companies to invest in.
In the current economic climate, traditionally ‘noneconomic’ factors are having a sizable effect on the
bottom line. According to an analysis by Bank of
America, ESG controversies have wiped more than
$500bn off the value of large US companies over the
past five years (FT 2019). ESG issues are no longer just
a box to be ticked for appearances. Stocks that will
drive value will be companies that are acting on their
ESG policies.
At the Trinity SMF, not only do we want to place more
importance on ESG risk because it is the ethical thing
to do, but we want to capitalise on companies with
good ESG credentials. As student investors, we have
power in where we place our money and so we want
to act with integrity and invest in companies that align
with both our financial goals and personal morals.
We find great inspiration in the activist investors of
today and want to mirror their courage in engaging
in conversation with our holdings to ensure that they
are committed to the promises they are making about
ESG issues.
Our exploration of ESG risks began when we
incorporated ESG analysis into our Summer education
programme. Getting our Sector Managers and Senior
Analysts up to date on current trends and investment
strategies in the ESG space was crucial to bringing our
ESG commitment to the forefront of the funds mission
this year. In October, we released our first ever ESG
report. This report detailed our goals for the year and
the funds current ESG position which inspired a year
full of innovative pitches from our Sector Managers
which included robust ESG risk analysis.
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Extract from ESG Report
As a fund, we believe it is important to create
measurable goals, so that we can keep track of our
performance over the year. Although the topic of ESG
can feel nebulous, we want to put in place quantifiable
goals to hold our efforts accountable throughout the
year:
•
Have our portfolio have a Low Sustainalytics SG
risk score (between 10-20)
•
Have a majority A’s MSCI ESG rating. This 		
means that at least 50% of our holdings will
have either an A, AA or AAA MSCI ESG score.
We also have a non-quantifiable goal surrounding
student activism and using our position as a student
body to encourage a change in poor practices:
•
Buy a small stake in poor performing ESG
companies and attend an AGM to lobby
companies about their ESG issues.
________________________________________
A standout moment for the Trinity SMF’s ESG
commitment this year was when our analysts Oliver,
Jane and Will won the Temask Impact Investing
challenge - an international pitching competition
which focused solely on pitching companies with
green credentials. Their pitch of ITM Power, a leader
in the production of green hydrogen, set them apart
from the competition and secured Trinity our first win
in an ESG centered competition.
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As successful as this year has been, it is truly only the beginning for the fund’s focus on ESG investing. We are
planning on getting more involved and opening up the dialogue with our holdings. By attending AGM’s, we wish
to leverage our position as student activist investors to lobby big companies to re-think some of their actions, and
build ESG risk analysis into their policies. We want to continue to reduce the ESG risk of our portfolio to reduce
our exposer to unnecessary risk. Finally we want to continue to develop the methodology we use to analyse our
holdings. As we learn and develop more effective ways to analyse companies, our portfolio is sure to grow from
strength to strength.

Above: ESG analysis from the start of the year VS much more sophisticated analysis at the end of the year
________________________________________
ESG issues will only become complex from here on out. As the world runs to catch up in the race against climate
change, social injustice and corruption, here at the Trinity SMF, we want to be at the front of the ESG investing
initiative to build a better future. One investment at a time.
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The ESG
Dilemma

The ESG
Dilemma

Dominic Brodeur

Dominic Brodeur

The appeal of ESG-focused investing is simple. People
see it as a way of “doing well by doing good”. We are
told that by investing in ESG, we do good while also
generating superior returns. A win-win situation,
right? The idea behind Environmental, Social and
Governance investing is that we should be putting
our money into companies that behave well and act
responsibly, and take it out of companies that behave
poorly, and that by doing this we can help make the
world a better place.

If it was the case that “investing in ESG provides
superior returns”, then surely every profit chasing
fund manager would be automatically investing
in ESG strategies and we wouldn’t be having this
conversation in the first place. Fund managers have
a fiduciary responsibility to try generate the highest
returns possible for their investors, so then shouldn’t
they all be looking to invest in ESG strategies? The
truth is, the data so far indicates that ESG strategies
overall do not explicitly outperform in the long term.

In effect, it lowers the cost of capital for “green”
companies as their bonds and shares increase in price,
allowing them to raise capital at either lower interest
rates (in the case of bonds) or with less dilution (in the
case of equities). For so-called “brown” companies, the
opposite applies, meaning it will be more expensive
for these companies to continue financing “bad stuff”.
However, this implies lower expected returns, as you
are effectively paying more for future cash flows which
lowers your expected return. This is often overlooked
and ignored, as it directly cuts against the idea that
ESG investors will generate superior returns while at
the same time doing good.

So, it is not that we should completely ignore
ESG, it’s just that we shouldn’t buy the narrative
of ESG outperformance. It is true that there are a
few ESG exchange traded funds (ETF’s) that have
outperformed broader market ETF’s in recent years.
What is interesting about a lot of these ESG ETF’s is
the very composition of the ETF. Asset managers such
as BlackRock and Vanguard don’t always agree on
what ESG really means or how to construct a portfolio
around it. Such confusion has led to many ESG ETF’s
having a carbon footprint just lower than the S&P 500
(see chart below).

Greenhouse gas intensity of popular ESG exchange-traded funds
Tons of CO2e emissions per $1 million in revenue

SPDR S&P 500 ETF

140.7

SPDR S&P 500 Fossil Fuel Reserves Free

132.3

iShares ESG Aware MSCI USA

109.6

iShares MSCI USA ESG Select

104.4

iShares MSCI KLD 400 Social

103.2

S&P 500 less 5 worst per sector
Xtrackers MSCI USA ESG Leaders
iShares ESG MSCI USA Leaders
S&P 500 less 10 worst per sector
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Environmental is only one of three components of
ESG and as it turns out, portfolio managers place very
little importance on carbon footprint when building
a fund. Market cap is still the most important factor
when it comes to ESG. Other equitable considerations
such as equal pay for female employees tended to
rank higher in priority than climate considerations.
A report compiled by economists at EDHEC Business
School in France came to the conclusion that any
climate labelled fund not using climate data for
at least half of its stock weighting determinations
“should be considered to be at a significant risk of
greenwashing”. The graph above shows that portfolio
managers don’t really care about carbon footprint
and aren’t even trying to hide it.
If you look at Vanguard’s US ESG ETF, which had
outperformed their broad market ETF since its
inception in 2018, the top six holdings that make
up a quarter of the ETF are Apple, Amazon, Google,
Microsoft, Facebook and Tesla. Essentially, the
outperformance is actually down to tech, not ESG.
Following this logic, if tech crashes then so does
ESG, thus making ESG a bad investment? Investors
who buy the win-win sales pitch are, sooner or later,
going to lose out as there is no reason to expect that
the strong performance of ESG is going to last. Now,
this all depends on why you are investing. If you are
investing to put your money behind things and causes
you care about, like climate change, then that’s great
- just don’t think of it as a wealth maximising strategy.
In addition, giving people the idea that shifting their
savings from one investment fund to another is going
to help materially with, say, climate change creates
a dangerous distraction from solutions that fit the
scale of the problem, all of which involve changing
the rules of capitalism through regulation. Society
certainly does not benefit from the “doing well by
doing good” story. Stay true to your values, but keep
your eyes open.
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The EU
Taxonomy:
Guiding
Sustainable
Investment
Patrick Duffy
We are in a unique situation where corporations and
policy makers have begun to align themselves with
public sentiment. They are analysing how the actions
of individuals and organisations can positively affect
the world around them. Many companies will adopt
positive ESG measures motivated by their own moral
consciousness. However, many others are slow
movers with a small appetite for change. These firms
have been strong-armed into adopting a positive ESG
stance through internal pressures from employees or
investors, or even externally from policy makers.
Investors have flocked to the ESG-focused companies
for many of the same reasons the companies adopt
ESG measures themselves. This has seen an enormous
influx in sustainability focused investments which
have ballooned to a current value of $37.8 trillion
in global assets under management. This figure is
projected to increase to $53 trillion by 2025 according
to Bloomberg. There is a continually growing support
for ESG which is catching the eye of companies that
are looking to cash in on people’s goodwill.
This has given rise to strategies such as ‘greenwashing’,
whereby a company might deceive the public or
investors by exaggerating how environmentally
friendly their offerings are. Presently, investors
frequently rely on ESG ratings agencies to guide their
decisions by giving a score based on the agencies
proprietary metrics. Unfortunately, the dependability
of ratings agencies is equivocal, as demonstrated in
the financial crash in 2008. This is why there is a need
for a standardised way of benchmarking how ESG
aligned a firm truly .
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The inception of the EU taxonomy serves to address
the environmental aspect of this very problem. For
many, recent news on the inclusion of nuclear and gas
energy in the taxonomy is their first introduction to it.
So then, what exactly is the EU taxonomy? The
taxonomy is a classification system which indicates
what economic activities can be considered
‘sustainable’. It comes as a step towards the EU
meeting their climate and energy targets set for
2030 by guiding companies and giving confidence to
investors. The EU taxonomy is formed on the basis of
reaching the six environmental objectives of: 1. climate
change mitigation, 2. climate change adaptation, 3.
sustainable use and protection of water and marine
resources, 4. transition to a circular economy, 5.
pollution prevention and control, 6. protection and
restoration of biodiversity and ecosystems. The
taxonomy then sets out four conditions that must
be met in order to be considered ‘taxonomy-aligned’.
This includes: 1. making a substantial contribution
to at least one environmental objective, 2. doing no
significant harm to any other environmental objective,
3. complying with minimum social safeguards, 4.
complying with the technical screening criteria. The
technical screening criteria and technical annex
outline the exact criteria for each economic activity.
What will this mean for companies? Companies from
the EU will be required to disclose the extent to
which their activities are aligned with the established
criteria. A company will not be forced to change any
of their operations to become more aligned with the
taxonomy but may use it as a way of shaping their own
sustainability strategy. Similarly, for investors, it may
be adopted as part of their due diligence to screen
environmentally friendly opportunities to invest in.
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The EU are leading the charge in the fight against
climate change with countries such as Canada,
Japan and UK drafting their own taxonomy. There
are concerns by some about the effectiveness this
initiative will have. As mentioned, if a company does
not feel inclined to become more environmentally
responsible, they have no obligation to change; the
same goes for investors. This hands-off approach
is the EU looking to balance between taking
responsibility and not stifling a free market. That
being said, the taxonomy is subject to change and has
not covered all economic activities just yet. Response
to the inclusion of nuclear and gas energy generation
being deemed sustainable is enough for some to
immediately dismiss its validity with some EU nations
threatening litigation. Only time will tell whether
these measures will have a tangible effect on reducing
the environmental impact of economic activities. If
they fail to do so, it would not be surprising if future
legislature calls for a more heavy-handed approach.
Although the taxonomy only tackles one constituent
of ESG, it is a positive step towards providing security
to the ESG concerned investor.
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Setanta Asset Management is an independent investment management firm based in Dublin, Ireland.
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Activist
Investors
and the
Pharmaceutical
Industry
Cillian O’Neill
The biblical Book of Samuel may not spring to
mind when discussing the rise of activist investing,
however, significant parallels can be drawn
between the two. David and Goliath is the perfect
allegory for the ongoing battles taking place
between a determined few investors and numerous
pharmaceutical giants. David opted for five smooth
stones from the bed of a creek, whereas Paul Singer of
Elliott Management prefers strongly worded letters to
management and shareholders as his weapon against
the pharmaceutical Goliaths. Biblical allusions aside,
there has been a marked increase in activist investors
involving themselves with publicly-listed companies,
especially pharmaceutical firms.
For background, the number of activist investor
campaigns against publicly listed companies in the
UK is at the highest level ever with 56 initiated in 2021,
compared with 38 in 2020 according to Bloomberg. UK
companies are highly attractive to activist investors
according to Alvarez & Marsal, a management
consultancy. Low valuations in the UK are partly to
thank for this, as well general underperformance for
shareholders. For comparison, the S&P 500, a major
index of U.S. public companies, returned 94.58% over
the past five years versus the FTSE 100 which returned
a paltry 4.34% over the same period. Furthermore,
The S&P trades at 19 times earnings whereas the FTSE
trades at just 12 times earnings.
Sophisticated investors are seeking more and more to
extract value from underperformers, many of whom
are healthcare companies. GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) is
a prime example. After years of underperformance,
Elliott Management and Bluebell Capital pressured
management to unlock shareholder value in several
ways, most notably through encouraging the spinoff of GSK’s Consumer Healthcare Division and
pressuring the CEO Emma Walmsley to ‘reapply’ for
her job. Ultimately, Elliott will get its way.
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In a similar vein, US Pharmaceutical giant Merck & Co.
and their acquisition target Acceleron Pharmaceuticals
are facing vocal opposition from Darwin Global
Management and Avoro Capital, who are seeking a
higher purchase price for Acceleron. Merck originally
offered $180-per-share, representing an $11.5 billion
valuation, however, Darwin believed that Acceleron
is worth roughly $380-per-share, an undervaluation
of $17 billion. While Darwin and Avoro provided
annoyance for the management of Acceleron and
Merck, the deal ultimately closed in November 2021
at $180-per-share, which still represented a 38%
premium for Acceleron shareholders. The actions
of Darwin and Avoro raise questions about activist
investors and whether their actions are speculative
moonshots or, like in the case of Elliott Management
and GSK, whether they wish to generate value in
tandem with company management for the benefit
of all shareholders.
Ultimately, activist investors will likely continue as
equity markets remain volatile and companies in the
UK and Europe maintain suppressed valuations. As
long as pharmaceutical company valuations remain
low, operational inefficiencies and mismanagement
continue in the industry, so too will the interest from
activist investors seeking to generate returns.
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The Collapse
of the Turkish
Economy
Anna Schwer
Even prior to the Covid-19 pandemic, the Turkish
economy was struggling but the pandemic has
accelerated the crisis. Inflation levels in Turkey
have reached an astonishing 20 year high of 48.7%.
Economists have also claimed that this measure could
be closer to 60% in reality. The effect of this can be
seen on the streets as there are constantly people
queuing outside supermarkets to buy basic products
such as medicine, food and personal products. The
question that must be asked is how did the problem
reach such an extreme level.
The recent crisis was triggered by President Erdoğan’s
insistence on lowering interest rates in the face of
runaway inflation. Erdoğan has ruled Turkey for 18
years and his determination to keep interest rates
down, even as the country’s inflation surges, has
brought Turkey to a breaking point. Erdoğan became
prime minister in 2003 and adjusted the constitution
to transfer most powers to the president in 2014. In
that same year, he was elected president and was
re-elected in 2018. Investors and others usually
rely on the country’s central bank to help control
inflation and set interest rates. However, Erdoğan has
repeatedly shown that he will drive Turkey’s central
bankers and finance ministers away if they do not do
what he wants and has already dismissed three senior
bankers within the space of two years, as recently as
October 2021.
Erdoğan’s popularity is diminishing and his opponents
are looking increasingly favourable as the economy
continues to shrink. Due to Turkish term limits,
Erdoğan cannot be re-elected in 2023. Erdoğan’s
policy to cut interest rates are in contrast with rate
hikes from the ECB and the Fed. Erdoğan has his own
economic philosophy, he believes that if the central
bank lowers interest rates it will lead to lower levels of
inflation. This idea stemmed from Islamic economics
which appeared in mid-20th century. He presents
his economic theory as a religious truth that good
Muslims should not question.
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The currency has also declined steeply in recent
weeks and has reached a record low of ₺14.3/dollar
which has caused businesses and households that
have borrowed money abroad to go bankrupt. The
government has introduced fiscal measures to ease
the currency volatility, but the lira is still weaker than
a year ago and Erdoğan, who wants to boost exports
and credit, has refused to change course despite
growing public discontent. The Turkish lira lost 44%
of its value in 2021 mainly due to Erdoğan’s refusal
to raise rates as inflation soared. The reduction in
purchasing power and the value of savings prompted
Turks to stock up on gold and foreign currency which
caused the currency crash. The currency’s decline
means that prices for imports are continuing to rise.
The high prices and depreciating currency have put
an enormous amount of pressure on household
budgets. Red meat has now become a luxury as the
price has soared and many families cannot afford it.
The recent plunge in the lira has forced supermarkets
to reprice goods nearly every day. Towards the end of
last year, the minimum wage was doubled to offset
the impact of rising prices.
The declining economic situation is very concerning
for those living in Turkey. However, the favourable
exchange rate has made Turkey a more attractive
holiday destination. In 2019, tourism in Turkey brought
in nearly €30 billion, or 12.7% of GDP. Lockdowns and
travel restrictions decimated the sector in 2020 but
there was a bounce-back in 2021 as arrivals jumped
85%.
An interesting point to note is that in 2020 Turkey was
one of the few countries in the world with positive
growth rates. The economy is delivering high growth
of approximately 10% but at the price of extremely
high inflation levels. This is eating away at living
standards leaving people worse off. The market is
hoping that elections in 2023 will bring policy change
and orthodox policy.
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Money for
Nothing The Value in
Music Royalties
Fiona Brogan
The music industry has seen steady growth for the
past five years with revenues surpassing $40 billion.
This is in part thanks to the increased subscribers of
streaming services such as Spotify. The establishment
of music royalty based investment funds such as
Hipgnosis Songs Fund (LON: SONG) and Round
Hill Music (LON: RHM), allow for asset managers to
hold a stake in this niche market. These funds seek
songs that are frequently played on the radio and
streamed regularly in a bid for high earnings which
can ultimately increase returns for investors.
Including these assets into your portfolio delivers
revenue every time the song is played in the form of
a royalty payment. This includes live performances,
online streams and appearances in other media
formats and advertisements. Within the market, you
can invest in an array of songs or albums at once or
choose to invest in one particular song or album. For
example, the future royalties for Jay-Z and Alicia Keys
“Empire State of Mind” alone were recently sold for
$190,500.
The music industry is immensely complex in the case
of the appointment of royalties. For this piece, we will
ignore that complexity and focus on the basic idea;
every time a song is played, over any kind of media
the copywrite holders receive revenue. Ultimately
implementing an element of this asset into a portfolio
gives you the intellectual property rights.
Goldman Sachs 2019 “Music is in the Air” report
introduced a revision of their previous forecasts;
estimating that by 2030 the global recorded music
industry will generate $45 billion per annum
revised from a previous $44 billion. Partnered with
estimations that the overall annual global trade in
streaming revenues will reach $37.2 billion.
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steady. However, investing in this industry is not a
sure bet. Covid-19 had an adverse effect on the music
industry with restrictions limiting bars, clubs and
music venues. Revenues were significantly down with
the reductions in song payment.
This has not stopped asset managers from pivoting
towards these funds in a bid to further diversify
portfolios beyond traditional means. High net worth
individuals can also privately invest in music royalties;
this has brought about increased transaction volume
recently with private equity managers like KKR taking
the plunge into the marketplace.
This high growth division is only set to increase
further with the rebound from covid coupled with
increased streaming and TikTok’s domination. Tiktok
and Twitch allow for a form of increased accessibility
of music and therefore revenue for these funds. This
increased accessibility is backed up by increasing
regulation in Europe and the US ensuring artists
receive full compensation for their songs. This is
seen with the inability to put any song at the back of
YouTube videos.
Further projection of growth in this marketplace
comes from NFT’s. June 2021 saw the first publishing
rights of a song sold as an NFT, Lil Dicky’s “Save Dat
Money”. The underlying technology behind NFT’s
allows for the future to be based on functionality
rather than the now seen fad. Sold in March 2021, the
band Kings of Leon’s newest album and related NFT’s
generated more than $2 million.
Projections for the growth of the music industry
are estimated at around 9% a year through to 2030,
and with the recent growth of NFT presence and
investments, this trend is sure to continue. This is an
exciting time for investors and portfolio managers to
look outside the box to this more niche asset class for
diversification and returns.

Scan below to listen!

Attraction to this asset class stems from the disconnect
between music royalties and other financial securities.
Music is a resilient asset, historically remaining popular
despite economic downturn, increasing interest rates
and inflation. Even in times when live performances
are halted, demand for music streaming remains
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European
Energy Crisis
Emily Woods
2021 has been another eventful year in the energy
sector. In 2020 the markets witnessed jaw-dropping
events such as oil prices dropping to negative figures
for the first time in history during the ‘Oil Price War’.
The tables have turned this year as Brent Crude
reached 7-year highs at over $90 a barrel in February.
The European energy market has also experienced
major shocks. Demand for gas has been increasing in
recent years, seen as a ‘cleaner fossil fuel’ producing
44% fewer carbon emissions compared to coal. Gas
supplies were low coming off an uncharacteristically
cold winter in 2020 which was not helped by the
increased demand for the fuel from Asia. The supplies
were stretched thinner still due to the North Sea
experiencing one of the calmest periods of weather
in 70 years resulting in low wind production. This sent
gas prices shooting up with TTF, the European gas
benchmark, hitting €187.79 / MMBtu in December, up
over 1000% compared to a year prior.
Low supply coming out of COVID-19 has been a
major contributor to high oil and gas prices, and
geopolitical tensions between the EU and Russia
have added additional strain. Nord Stream 2 is an
undersea pipeline stretching from Russia to Germany
that would double the Russian supply of gas to the
EU. The pipeline is complete but not yet operational
as tensions between Russia and the EU have delayed
its opening.
Russia currently supplies around 40% of Europe’s
gas giving them significant power in the EU energy
market. In a bid to expedite legislation surrounding
Nord Stream 2, Russia has been withholding gas
supplies which have contributed to high gas prices
in the EU. The potential threat of Russia invading
Ukraine1 is adding to fears of supply shortages if
Russia decreases or entirely cuts off the EU’s natural
gas. This has played a large role in how countries
are negotiating with Russia, especially for Germany,
Russia’s main importer of natural gas. Unlike the US
where Biden has threatened to prevent Nord Stream
2 from coming online, Germany has not been able to
commit to such actions.

1 This article was written prior to the Russian invasion of
Ukraine
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Europe has been changing their energy mix in recent
years with Russian gas supply falling 44% year on year
and liquified natural gas imports increasing to make
up 34% of Europe’s gas supply. However, this has not
been enough to prevent the crippling effects of high
energy prices. The cost of living for consumers has
jumped 5.1% from January last year, fuelled mostly
by energy prices. Countries have made multiple
efforts to lessen the financial strain on consumers
with Germany putting a €130 million plan in place to
subsidise energy bills for lower-income households
and the UK announcing that millions will receive a
£350 discount on energy bills. Energy suppliers have
also taken a hit with more than 20 UK suppliers going
bust in the last year as they could not honour the fixed
prices offered to customers as wholesale prices rose.
The effects of high oil and gas prices have rippled
through the market. The US and the EU saw a
20% increase in the production of coal in 2021 as
businesses turned towards the carbon-emitting
fuel for cost savings. Despite initiatives such as the
European Carbon Trading Scheme, running a business
on coal and buying the necessary carbon credits
was still cheaper than running a business on gas or
renewables. China also saw a 4.7% increase in the
production of coal, reaching record levels. This was
a step in the opposite direction to the agreements
made at the Cop26 only a month previous when
China made a pact to ‘phase down’ on the dirty fuel.
The energy crisis has divided people on whether the
current climate is proof of the EU needing to increase
fossil fuel extraction or following the path of reaching
net-zero by 2050. The current issue is that renewable
energy is not being stored so during periods of low
renewable production, the EU is forced to turn to fuels
such as gas and coal. Advocates for global warming
say that the current crisis is proof that the EU need to
accelerate investment into renewable energy. If this is
the case, serious improvement in energy storage will
be required to prevent a recurrence of today’s events
in the future.
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SIG is a global quantitative trading firm founded
with a growth mindset and an analytical approach
to decision making.

We bring together the
brightest minds, the
best technology, and an
expansive library of data
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and innovative technology
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Learn more about our opportunities at SIG.com/campus
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Bitcoin: Have
Investors struck
Digital Gold?
Conor Frankling
One of the major narratives in the financial
world throughout the pandemic has been the
increase in both the relevance and prominence of
cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin. Some believe that
Bitcoin and gold may provide the same investment
opportunities, and thus Bitcoin has attracted the
moniker of ‘digital gold’. Gold’s main investment
function is as a hedge against losses during market
downturns. This is because its value is tied to its
scarcity, which is heightened as investors move out of
stocks.

How a Rise in
Interest Rates
will Impact
Dividend Stocks
Max McKeever
		

US INTEREST RATES

Bitcoin is a digital currency that can be sent from
individual to individual without the need for
intermediaries. During the pandemic, when the
negative effects were starting to be seen in the
markets, investors noticed that Bitcoin prices weren’t
falling alongside stock prices, and a huge influx of
capital was invested, resulting in soaring prices.
Bitcoin and gold certainly have their similarities. Both
are commodities with a limited supply. There will
only ever be 21 million Bitcoins, and the earth has a
finite supply of gold. Both are stores of value which
exist outside of government purview. Gold thus acts
as a ‘safe haven’ and a hedge for times of market
corrections, and it is something that Bitcoin mirrors.
However, volatility is a glaring difference between
the two assets. As previously mentioned, gold has
historically seen a steady rise, with low volatility in
the long term. On the other hand, Bitcoin is extremely
subject to media hype, regulation from governments
and investor sentiments. New regulation of Bitcoin is
highly likely in the future due to its young and exotic
nature, which will drive further volatility.
Unfortunately, I think that Bitcoin should not be
considered ‘digital gold’. Despite the common ground
they find in limited supply and potential ‘store of value’
roles, their differences in volatility are insurmountable.
Bitcoin is ultimately a speculative play, while gold
is a long-term, defensive, capital-preservatory play.
In order to truly compete, Bitcoin will need to show
some longer term price stability, and in the world of
cryptocurrencies that is yet to be seen.
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Inflation hit a 40-year high in the U.S. in December and
a record high of 5.1% in the Eurozone in January. This
has raised the prospects of increased interest rates.
The Fed has said they may need to raise rates “sooner
or at a faster pace” than initially anticipated. In Europe,
Klaas Knot became the first member of the European
Central Bank governing council to say publicly that it
should raise rates in 2022. This presents a significant
change to the interest rate environment, where short
term rates have been held near zero since December
2008, following the financial crisis. The expected rise
in interest rates has caused a lot of volatility in the
market as investors brace for the worst.
This development is of particular significance to
dividend stocks. These stocks are a popular investment
as they have typically outperformed the S&P 500 with
less volatility. Historically, dividends have contributed
almost one-third of total equity return for U.S. stocks.
The stocks that typically have the highest dividend
yields are found in the sectors that carry the highest
debt load; utilities, telecoms and real estate. These
sectors have high debt loads due to significant
capital expenditure requirements. An increase in
interest rates will increase these companies’ debt
servicing costs, placing downward pressure on their
profitability.
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These sectors are known as “interest rate sensitive”
sectors. Typically, if interest rates rise, the share prices
of stocks in these sectors will fall.

change how we socialise, shop and communicate,
and it will pave the way for new advertising and
eCommerce practices across all businesses.

Dividend stocks are often seen as being in direct
competition with other high yield investments. As
interest rates rise, alternative sources of yield such
as short term treasury bills could begin to compete
with dividend stocks for investors’ money. Further,
longer-term bonds yields would increase as bond
prices decrease, again offering more competition to
dividend stocks.

Hosted in the cloud, the Metaverse will require
robust infrastructure to create, collect, and transport
important data flows. This means heavy investment in
data centres, which require large amounts of capital.
Particularly in Europe, data centres are under threat
of new regulation because of their drain on national
electricity grids and their unfavourable environmental
impact. Through the past decade Meta Platforms Inc.,
formerly known as Facebook, has spent north of $21B
in data centres with 70 more buildings in the pipeline.
The monetisation of the Metaverse will be vital to its
upkeep and expansion.

There are, however, exceptions to the rule, namely the
banking sector. When interest rates rise, they tend to
do better. This is as the economy tends to be higher
when the economy is doing well. Similarly, when the
economy is doing well, banks tend to do well as their
net interest margins improve.
Overall, a rise in interest rates on dividend stocks
in interest rate-sensitive sectors is harmful. It
negatively impacts their bottom line with increased
debt servicing costs and increases competition with
other higher-yield investments for investors’ money.
Investors in such stocks should keep a close eye on
the latest interest rates news.

Implications of
the Metaverse
Nathan Whitehead
Whether you like it or not, the transition to the
Metaverse is fated. Like many other technological
creations, the Metaverse was first conceptualised in
Sci-Fi novels in the 90s – such as Neil Stephenson’s
‘Snow Crash’. Defining the Metaverse can be tricky,
but in essence, it is a collective digital space where
virtual and augmented reality converge. It can be
seen as the evolution of the internet and Web 2.0,
where users have shared virtual spaces existing in the
larger three-dimensional Metaverse. Performers will
hold concerts, companies will facilitate meetings, and
artists will create galleries.
The Metaverse will assume a digital and decentralised
economy, where users can build wealth in-game.
For this, blockchain technologies will be critical to
support decentralised infrastructure – NFT’s present
a foundation for users to accumulate wealth, while
crypto-currencies give a means of transferring this
wealth. The augmentation of the Metaverse will

Regulation and legislation within the Metaverse will
likely become a contentious topic for debate. Will
data and advertising laws be the same in a virtual
universe? What will happen if one avatar assaults
another? Can intellectual property be upheld? Data
laws are in place to protect the privacy of users of
applications, and the Metaverse will present new
means and incentives for Meta-firms to exploit
personal data. One of the most significant uses
for personal data is advertising, so there must be
informed consent when using targeted marketing in
the digital universe. Property and transactions must
be protected, particularly as we already begin to see
assets being sold on the Metaverse. However, if one
of the larger ambitions of Metaverse users is to have
a government-free, decentralised and independent
space, then there must be a democratic governing
body or regulator. There will need to be a committee
for users for breaches other than the Metaverse firms.
For the case of Meta Platforms Inc., it is safe to say the
company has already had problems with regulators.
It is possible the Metaverse will bring an inclusive
community where people can form meaningful
relationships. However, are we moving towards the
erosion of physical human relationships? We have
already lost touch during the pandemic with work
from home and online schooling; there is a fear that
the Metaverse is dehumanising our interactions. For
a virtual universe to truly replace the physical world,
motion and haptic technology will need to advance
faster and better than ever before.
While I believe the Metaverse as a three-dimensional,
virtual internet is inevitable and companies will
be forced to adapt, I think this is further away than
investors and users predict. Many hurdles need to be
overcome before the Metaverse can work.
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Beijing vs Bulls
Jacqueline McCarrick
As Facebook’s user growth hits a plateau for the first
time ever, there is a signal that western tech giants
may finally be at a stagnation point. For Facebook,
at almost three billion monthly active users, we are
nearing a point where the global population is acting
as an upper limit on user uptake. Its primary market in
North America is at around 90% internet penetration.
2021 Penetration Rate (% Pop.)
North America

93.40%

Europe

88.40%

Latin America / Carib.

80.40%

Middle East

76.40%

Oceania / Australia

70.10%

WORLD TOTAL

66.20%

Asia
Africa

64.10%
43.10%
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Investors may be enticed to alternative social media
networks in China, where the technological and
infrastructural environment mirrors the situation
Google and Facebook emerged in fifteen years ago.
Tencent is one such opportunity. The market has huge
monetisation potential, with only 17% of Tencent’s
revenue currently derived from advertising, compared
to 98% for Facebook. Furthermore, an effective ban on
western big tech has removed their more established
competition, allowing Baidu and Tencent to dominate
as search engine and social media giants respectively.
The crucial difference between these companies
and their Western counterparts, however, is the anticapitalist environment in China.
Chinese President Xi Jinping has singled out the
internet-technology sector in particular as a foil to his
“common prosperity” goal. These are big companies
which widen income gaps and divert funds away
from other historically important parts of China’s
economy such as high-end manufacturing. He hopes
to reel in the decades-long evolution towards Western
capitalism through government intervention.
Government regulation has become more overt, with
over 100 regulatory actions, government directives,
and policy changes being introduced. These moves
have dashed more than $1 trillion in stock-market
value for Chinese companies, which have proved
extremely vulnerable to sell-offs. Private companies
and their owners are being encouraged to donate
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profits and wealth to help with Xi’s commonprosperity goals. Alibaba, the e-commerce giant, has
pledged the equivalent of $15.5 billion.
In late 2020, the first signal of the impending legislative
onslaught came with Beijing’s suspension of the Ant
Group IPO. This fintech IPO would have been the
biggest in history but was crushed, with the massive
payouts to well-connected individuals cited as a
primary issue. Shortly after this came the introduction
of new antitrust guidelines, outlawing monopolistic
practices such as demanding vendors to transact on
one platform exclusively. This hit companies such as
Alibaba and Tencent, who previously would block
traffic or delist a vendor’s products should they also
be listed on a competitor’s platform. In the following
months, big tech faced regular fines for perceived
breaches of these guidelines, ranging from $100,000
to a record $2 billion. In mid-2021 the focus shifted
to data security with Didi, a ride-sharing app, coming
under scrutiny and being forced to halt new user
registrations just two days after its US IPO.
The tech crackdown tells us that China is willing to
sacrifice investor interests to achieve state priorities.
While some investors see a bull case for high-quality
Chinese companies whose future earnings will be
less impacted than expected, valuations are still near
the ten-year average due to accompanying revenue
slashes. Regulatory dampening of profit potential
is likely to continue into the coming year, both for
Chinese tech companies and their US counterparts.
While a trillion-dollar stock market wipeout would
be considered a financial crisis rather than a policy
triumph in the US, there is certainly truth to the
sentiment that unrestrained capitalism accelerates
wealth inequality. Policy in China has an underlying
motive to strengthen the state but also is rooted in
protecting consumers and workers, and it is very
plausible that we will see similar Western intervention
in the coming years. Instagram is currently under
scrutiny for its negative effects on children, so we
could see penalties comparable to that of the Chinese
gaming industry. Furthermore, the extensive liberties
that western companies take with user data could
also be curtailed further.
In summary, the good old days of unfettered growth
have given way to a new era where China’s privatesector giants are realigning themselves closer to the
Communist Party. Investors who are keen to take
advantage of the rapidly expanding economy may
face fewer headwinds in industries that align with
China’s strategic goals such as AI, semiconductors, 5G,
advanced manufacturing, and green energy.
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YOUR INVESTMENT MANAGER
YOUR TRUSTED PARTNER

To meet our clients evolving needs, Amundi offers
industry-leading investment solutions, the strength and
scale of a global leader and a firm commitment
to responsible investment.
• €1.794 trillion in assets under management(2)
• A presence in more than 35 countries with 6 investment hubs
• Active, passive and real assets investment solutions
Because that’s what you expect from a trusted partner.
_
amundi.ie
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Big Tech In
Healthcare
Emma McLoughlin
Healthcare has seen a shift in recent years towards
a heavier focus on technology, which has been
accelerated by the Covid-19 pandemic. This can
be seen through an increased amount of GP
consultations over the phone, increased training of
staff on data handling and interpretation of data,
increased remote operations and big advances in the
technologies used in hospitals. These changes would
previously have been expected to be implemented
in the near future, however the adoption of them has
been quickened: “what might have taken 10 years
to accomplish will now take three years” according
to John Glaser of Harvard Medical School. The
movement towards more virtual, at-home healthcare
is opening up the world of MedTech even more and
is creating an attractive space for Big Tech companies
to move into. However, this has not been an easy road
for these companies, due to the complex operating
model of the healthcare industry.
There has been increased investments seen in the
MedTech industry in recent years. In the 12-month
period ending June 30, 2021, it attracted $9.1 billion
of venture capital funds, a 34% increase over the
previous period. This increase in investment is due to:
strong revenue growth, strong investor sentiment, and
record M&A activity. In 2020, the industry’s revenues
grew 6.3% to $446 billion; US and EU public MedTech
valuations were up 55% from January 2020 to July
2021, outpacing all major indices; and from June 2020
to June 2021, MedTech companies executed 288 M&A
deals, with Big Tech having invested in deals worth a
cumulative $6.8B since the start of 2020.
This growth in the MedTech industry is attracting the
tech supergiants. Amazon Care is branching into the
medical supplies distribution space and exploring
telehealth services, such as virtual appointments.
Apple is using its popular products such as the Apple
Watch and iPhone to partner with health systems and
clinical researchers. Google is focusing its expertise
on AI and data storage, through partnerships with
hospitals. Microsoft is in the race with Amazon and
Alphabet to control the healthcare cloud market, with
its cloud platform, Azure, which specialises in data
analytics, managing different formats of protected
health data to be used by healthcare organisations.
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There are many recent M&A deals that have allowed
for the breakthrough of Big Tech companies into
healthcare. Microsoft acquired Nuance, a speech
recognition company in April 2021; Google acquired
Fitbit in January 2021; Amazon acquired PillPack,
an online pharmacy that packages medication and
delivers it straight to customers’ doors, in June 2018;
Apple acquired Tueo Health, a start-up developing an
app that tracks beathing during the night for children
who have asthma, in late 2018. These acquisitions
have given these companies a solid foothold in the
MedTech industry and are allowing for further future
expansion within the space.
Although this movement of Big Tech is providing
creative, easy solutions to healthcare for consumers,
it is having an impact on well-established key players
in the industry. Traditional pharmacies are looking
for ways to retain their customer base, as PillPack
provides consumers a novel solution. Conventional
medical device companies don’t have the research
and development (R&D) budgets or revenue streams
that these huge tech companies have, which leaves
them at a disadvantage when it comes to innovation
and expansion.
Even though Big Tech companies have huge budgets
to invest in R&D, healthcare’s complex operating
model is proving to be a challenge for these
companies. It appears they do not to fully understand
the three axioms of healthcare: consumer preferences
are different than medical needs, companies need
to be willing to accept medical liability, and data
ownership is a critical issue. Google’s acquisition of
Fitbit, which they claim to be their breakthrough into
healthcare, is not going to solve the health-crisis; it
is a wearable device that provides little to no health
benefits for consumers. Any healthcare company
should have an understanding that they will be faced
with lawsuits relating to their products. They should
factor this into their business risks and have solutions
in place to mitigate the effect of them. Ideally Big
Tech would use information they gather from their
healthcare solely for innovation, but they are wont to
use the data for continud profit seeking. In the area of
health, this falls into a serious grey area.
Overall, it’s an exciting time for healthcare, as these Big
Tech players try to break through the certain barriers
to entry associated with the healthcare industry, and
it is certainly one to keep an eye on!
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Global
Supply Chain
Congestion
Hugo O’Reilly
China’s zero-tolerance policy toward Covid infections
gave rise to mass labour shortages in 2020 and 2021.
This began to have a visible impact in early 2021,
characterised by logistical delays and a scarcity of
goods in western markets. Ports across China were
forced to shut down shipping terminals stemming
the supply of goods onto the ocean.
The delay getting goods on the water was only the
first hurdle of a rough journey to market. As we began
to see the first ships embarking on their voyage west,
their horizon was not looking too bright. The delays
experienced exiting China would be dwarfed by the
delays on arrival in western ports.
The hold up in the United States was attributed to
labour shortages in a unique way. Some analysts
believed that while initial absences from work at
ports and in the transportation sector were caused by
genuine Covid-19 related sickness, the latter absence
was closely associated with the stimulus measures.
In short, many workers were slower to return to work
when the stimulus money was sloshing through the
US economy.
In addition to the labour shortages in ports and on
the roads, there was a rapid increase in demand
for domestic goods driven by housebound online
shoppers. In the US, we saw millions of shoppers use
stimulus checks to purchase low & mid-priced items
online which were made in China. This created a
noticeable surge in the value of merchandise exported
from China to the US. The value of all merchandise
shipped from China to the US was 5% greater in Q1
2020 compared to Q1 2019. This surge continued into
the year spiking in September and October when
the value of goods shipped was 19% higher than the
same period two years earlier.
Freight rates hit all-time highs and ballooned
nearly 400% by September 2021. The record prices
for shipping hit $20’000/FEU in mid-2021. While
consumers and suppliers bore the cost of this,
shipping carriers including Maersk, CMA CGM Group
and COSCO, recorded EBIT’s of over $1 billion, and
three carriers recorded an EBIT of over $2 billion.
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The question now is, how can companies and port
authorities work to ease these backlogs and reduce
the unprecedented cost of shipping. One of the
biggest hurdles for easing supply chain delays is
unloading cargo and dockland processing (the first
mile). Processing incoming cargo is the Achilles’ heel
of shipping companies and port authorities.
Maersk has laid a road map for port authorities and
their competitors for unloading and processing. They
efficiently unload cargo, process it and then store or
transport it faster than anyone on the planet. They
do so thanks to a series of acquisitions over the past
number of years, which were aimed at transforming
the company into an integrated end-to-end logistics
company capable of operating by sea, air and land.
They invested in their private terminals in ports and
acquired high tech warehousing, customer support
and trucking companies. They call the first mile off the
ship inbound logistics, then move into B2B and B2C
warehousing. Their focus on getting containers out of
the port prevents the backlogs of ships we saw in LA,
where up to 70 ships were waiting to dock in October
2020. Maersk was able to effectively unload cargo in
several terminals autonomously using technology
they have been developing for over ten years. This
technology gave them a unique advantage when
labour shortages crippled their competitors.
The key to their success can be emulated by their
competitors and authorities alike to increase efficiency
when unloading, processing and warehousing cargo.
By effectively leveraging technology and streamlining
dockland processes, Maersk has laid the framework
for addressing the supply chain bottleneck. First, port
authorities and shipping companies need to begin
leasing warehouses outside of docks. In addition,
they need to invest in the technology which supports
warehousing and container tracking. These two steps
are relatively cost effective and realistic to implement
in the short-term, and they are the key to getting
global shipping back on track.
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Buy Now,
Pay Later
David Cosgrave
Buy now pay later (BNPL) is a service that allows
customers to instantly purchase items they want
and pay for them in instalments later, acting as an
alternative to a credit card. The service exploded in
popularity during the pandemic with firms like Apple,
Amazon, Target, Gucci, and Peloton implementing
BNPL options for purchases. Car dealers, insurance
companies, landlords and utility companies are all
working with partners as they look to implement
these services onto their platforms. The low-cost
multi-payment method increased the number of
online shoppers during the pandemic and accounted
for just under $100 billion of global e-commerce
transactions in 2020, with 20% of Americans using it
last year. It is projected that worldwide spending on
BNPL will increase to $700 billion as early as 2025.

The market sentiment suggests that this new payment
method has serious potential and is here to stay,
with the sector being fuelled by acquisitions. PayPal
acquired a Japanese payment firm for $2.7 billion,
Square bought Australian Afterpay for $29 billion and
two of the biggest players in the industry, Affirm and
Klarna, have valuations of $20 billion and $45 billion
respectively.
To understand the breakdown of the service in greater
detail we will look at Afterpay. They require 25% of the
cost of a product at checkout, after which you have six
weeks to pay off the remaining amount in a series of 3
payments. If you are late on an instalment you are met
with a late fee charge. One of its main selling points is
how it does not charge interest; however, the size of
the late fee can work out to be more than most firms’
interest charges.
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None of the money from interest charged or late fees
on a product goes to the BNPL company. They make
their money by charging the retailers, competing with
the likes of payment companies Visa, Mastercard and
America Express. Affirm and Klarna have fee structures
that are between 3-4 times those of the competitors
named above. So, what is in it for the retailer? The
BNPL model gets consumers to spend more than they
would have without BNPL.
Affirm increases the average shopping cart of a
consumer by 85%, Klarna lifts it by 45%, while Afterpay
offers a 12% uplift in overall sales with a 17% increase
in the shopping cart size. This is the sly brilliance of the
BNPL business model. Fear of debt, and lack of trust
in traditional institutions draws customers towards
BNPL, who offer them ‘alternative payment methods’
( a.k.a. debt!), while tricking them into spending more
money than they would have otherwise.
BNPL breaks down the upfront cost of a product into
a series of small loans. The terms on these instalments
differ significantly. Some firms will not charge interest
but will have hefty late fees, others will charge interest.
It is the inconsistency in payment methods that can
confuse individuals as they are hit with expensive bills
while they are unsure of what went wrong.
The target market is clear: young people who feel
alienated by traditional banking, are short on cash and
don’t want to take on more credit. People under 36
make up almost 75% of borrowers on BNPL systems,
and most of their purchases are either footwear
or fashion. BNPL firms have managed to pivot the
conversation away from its dangers by painting the
picture that it is democratising finance. There is a real
threat that consumers become over-leveraged and
cannot sustain the lifestyle they desire. Researchers
studying the effects of BNPL in Australia found that
15% of users were forced to take out another loan to
keep up with their payments, with over 20% having
to cut down on necessities to meet their instalments.
The global uptake in BNPL has been huge. Its
forecasted growth is formidable. It has the potential
to be used for good and help those who need to
break down one-off costs, but tight regulation must
be implemented fast. Failure to do so could result in
credit saturation in the market. This didn’t end well the
last time, let’s hope we don’t repeat our past mistakes.
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